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ABSTRACT
The style in which a robot moves, expressed through its 
gait or locomotion, can convey effective messages to peo-
ple. For example, a robot could move aggressively in reac-
tion to a person’s actions, or alternatively react using a set 
of careful, submissive movements. Designing, implement-
ing and programming robotic interfaces that react to users’ 
actions with properly styled movements can be a difficult, 
daunting, and time consuming technical task. On the other 
hand, most people can easily perform such stylistic tasks 
and movements, for example, through acting them out.
Following this observation, we propose to enable people to 
use their existing teaching skills to directly demonstrate to 
robots, via in-situ acting, a desired style of interaction. In 
this paper we present an initial style-by-demonstration 
(SBD) proof-of-concept of our approach, allowing people
to teach a robot specific, interactive locomotion styles by 
providing a demonstration. We present a broomstick-robot 
interface for directly demonstrating locomotion style to a 
collocated robot, and a design critique evaluation by expe-
rienced programmers that compares our SBD approach to
traditional programming methods.
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INTRODUCTION
When designing robots that enter people’s everyday envi-
ronments it is important to look beyond utility and func-
tionality and to explicitly consider style: the “expressive 
movement,” way in which an action or behavior is per-

formed [11]. People care a great deal about the style of 
objects and technologies that they possess, and a design can 
directly affect a person’s interaction experience and satis-
faction with things, including robots [26, 37]. We argue 
that people will desire their robots to be stylish, attractive 
and pleasing similarly to how they desire an attractive table, 
wristwatch, or car. This insight, we believe, adds an im-
portant style and design layer to the more-traditional utility 
and goal oriented human-robot interaction (HRI) approach.
In this paper, we focus on the style of basic locomotion-
based robotic interaction, but we believe that our approach 
can scale beyond this fundamental layer.
Previous research shows that simple movement patterns by 
purely abstract entities lead people to construct intricate 
stories, personalities, and emotions [17]. Thus we point out 
the importance of considering the style of a robot’s interac-
tive locomotion movement as a key interaction layer, argu-
ably as crucial to HRI design as a robot’s physical form. 
We view interactive locomotion style as the manner in 
which a robot moves around a space in real-time reaction to 
a person. This stylistic locomotion can provide the robot 
with a body-language vocabulary, allowing it to interact 
with people in stylistically-appropriate ways in different 
tasks and settings. For example, a robot can present itself as 
being confident when approaching a task, or perhaps con-
fused and unsure of its understanding, via upbeat or hesi-
tant movements respectively. A robot which may endanger 
people can warn them to keep away by moving in aggres-
sive, jerky movements, or a servant robot can inform peo-
ple of its aspiration to serve by politely and humbly walk-
ing slowly behind them.
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Figure 1. Style by demonstration: (left) a person uses a broom-
stick interface to show the robot a specific style of interactive
movement (in this example, follow politely), and (right) the robot
mimics the demonstration to follow politely.



Advanced programming is generally required to enable
robots to perform even simple tasks in the real world (e.g., 
pick up objects or follow a person), in part because robot 
actions must interactively respond to dynamic and unpre-
dictable environments and people in real time. In many 
such real-world HRI tasks the style of the resulting robotic 
actions tends to reflect programming intrinsic task-
completion- and efficiency-oriented approach [36]. To cre-
ate robots that not only perform their tasks, but also act 
with specific style, for example, an aggressive, timid, or 
careful fashion, further complicates the HRI design and 
implementation challenge. 
We propose a novel social human-robot interaction tech-
nique we call style-by-demonstration (SBD) as a means to 
enable people to directly design the style of interactive ro-
bot movement by providing an exemplar. This ueses in-situ 
physical acting to bypass traditional programming. Teach-
ing in general is a skill that people are intimately familiar 
with from everyday interaction with other people, part of 
humanity’s social stock of knowledge [2]. Teaching 
movement style via acting can be an intuitive and powerful 
method for showing a robot the style of how to perform a 
task. Our approach takes advantage of these existing teach-
ing skills in order to empower people and to alleviate the 
difficult task of programming the style of interactive robot-
ic movement behaviors. Programming-by-demonstration 
was previously explored in robotics (e.g., [10]), but as far 
as we know only targeted the fulfillment of a goal-oriented 
task. Our proposed SBD is unique in its focus on teaching 
the style of the interactive robotic behavior, rather than a
set of actions leading towards an explicit task goal.
In this paper we present the design and implementation of 
an SBD system which enables people to teach a robot how 
it should interact with a person, specifically, the interactive 
style of the robot’s locomotion. Our prototype is based on a
robot-on-a-broomstick tangible interface (Figure 1) and 
we realized the learning by adapting and expanding an
existing animation-only SBD system (Puppet Master, only 
for animated entities [38]). To evaluate our system our pa-
per includes a design critique performed by experienced 
programmers who compared our SBD systems with tradi-
tional programming techniques. Overall, we believe that 
our SBD technique offers a new insight on how social hu-
man-robot interaction can be designed using in-situ style 
demonstration and acting. We believe that systems similar 
to ours will be increasingly important as robotics and hu-
man-robot interaction (HRI) advances, and as more people 
with no programming background integrate robots into 
their social work and domestic environments.  

RELATED WORK
There has been extensive work that shows how people at-
tribute simple geometric shapes such as triangles, circles, 
and points with intentionality, personalities and gender
based solely on the style of their movements around a 
screen [8, 17, 21, 29, 34]: for example, as an aggressive 
male triangle trying to corner a female circle [17]. Further, 

much of Disney’s success at creating believable characters 
has been attributed to their realization that a character’s 
movement style is critically important [32]. This has been 
an area of interest, for example as with one animated entity 
which performs scripted actions such as “pick up a glass” 
or “knock on a door” in a “neutral,” “shy,” or “angry” fash-
ion [1]. This paper builds on these extensive past efforts, 
and attempts to adapt them to the field of HRI. 
Style work perhaps most similar to ours is that which con-
siders robot behavior in proximity to people. Although this 
primarily targets practical engineering, mobility and vision 
challenges [5, 23] or goal-centric predictive models [6],
others looked at how close a robot should be to a person for 
comfort [35] and how a robot should follow naturally [12] 
(i.e., copying a path versus shortest route). Our work con-
tinues this research direction by developing a technique that 
allows users to easily teach robots how to interact in a de-
sired style.
The most direct method employed for the creation of inter-
active robotic behavior is to explicitly program the behav-
ior model, defining how the robot should react in particular 
situations (e.g., as with [4]). This is also true for the related 
problem of programming interactive animated characters
such as those found in video games [3, 20] – such autono-
mous characters must also solve real-time interactive be-
havior problems, and so techniques from animation are 
highly relevant for robotics. While the programming ap-
proach results in satisfactory behaviors, it is generally inac-
cessible to the non-technical end-users who will want to 
customize their robots’ behaviors.
Programming by demonstration is a mature field of re-
search that has been applied to such applications as pro-
gramming GUI operations [25] and animation, for example, 
for interactive collision avoidance and planning [7], or for 
the direct control or static playback of animations [18].
Many such approaches require synthesis from extensive 
example databases that require large amounts of technical-
user pre-processing [8, 22]. For robots, similar approaches 
are used to teach navigation routes [20], moving or posing 
in a human-like fashion by copying interactive behavior
(not learning it) [23], or performing specific physical tasks 
[13, 16, 24, 27]. Overall, these approaches target a particu-
lar task goal, movement, or plausibility of physical motion 
such as realistic walking or collision avoidance. Our work 
is unique in that it does not attempt to teach the steps need-
ed for achieving a specific goal, nor how to copy a specific 
interaction flow, but rather concentrates on teaching the 
high-level style of interactive behavior, recognizing interac-
tive style as its main focus in a manner detached from a 
specific task goal.
Some programming-by-demonstration robot systems [10,
28] enable the creation of stylistic and expressive motions, 
but these result in static movements only and are not inter-
active to a person’s input. Other work incorporates pre-
scripted style and emotion into their learning interfaces [24],
but these are statically used to represent algorithmic states, 



and are not learned from demonstration. Yet other work 
focuses on understanding how people teach each other to 
inform how to design robot-teaching interfaces [33]. How-
ever, as far as we know there is no previous work on ex-
plicitly teaching a robot interactive style. 
Overall, while programming by demonstration is wide-
spread in robotics and the importance of robot movement
style is evident, our work is as far as we know the first to 
explicitly focus on the creation of interactive and stylistic 
robotic behaviors (i.e., stylistic locomotion) via demonstra-
tion, and the first to directly explore how such style can be 
interactively embedded within a robot’s locomotion path.

STYLE-BY-DEMONSTRATION INTERACTION
Here we introduce our interaction design for robotic loco-
motion style-by-demonstration (SBD). Our SBD system 
has two phases, demonstration and generation. During 
demonstration, the user provides an example of how the 
robot should be interacting with the person in a desired 
style (a paired motion). Both paths are given simultaneous-
ly in real time: the user is demonstrating the robotic move-
ment style in-situ, reacting to an actual person’s movement, 
providing the robot with an exemplar of what it should re-
act to, and in what style it should react (Figure 1). 
After demonstration, in the generation phase the robot in-
corporates the learned reactionary characteristics into real-
time interaction: the person moves freely as before but now 
the robot is autonomously interacting and reacting to the 
person’s movement with its newly acquired and appropriat-
ed styled movement style (Figure 1). In our system, the 
robot’s movement model is entirely contained in this learn-
ing: no prior robot movements or path following algorithms 
are included.

A Broomstick Interface for Teaching Movement Style
One leading goal in developing our new interface was to 
enable the user to focus on desired motion style rather than 
on the mechanics of moving the robot. In this case, the ro-
bot we use is an iRobot Create (Figure 2), a disc-like robot 
that moves via a 2-wheel-plus-caster base (preventing it 
from moving sideways) and rides close to the ground. We 
ruled out directly tracking a person’s natural movements 
for demonstration as they would likely be too expressive 
and contain motions and nuances not reproducible by the 

robot. Further, the small size and height of our robot makes 
it impractical for a person to grab and move directly (i.e., 
will likely require crawling). Rather we suggest using a 
replica of the robot as an interaction metaphor supporting 
the in-situ demonstration of movement style.
To implement our approach we developed a broomstick 
tangible-user interface (TUI) that connects directly to an
iRobot Create, allowing the user a direct yet valid method 
of demonstrating style, encapsulating the robot’s movement 
properties and constraints [14, 15]. This further focuses on 
the robot’s particular embodiment, enabling the person to 
experience the interaction through the robot’s capabilities, 
and forcing them to adhere to them [9]. Our design ensures 
the user’s demonstrated motions will be later reproducible 
by the robot, and at the same time communicates the me-
chanical movement constraints to the user as they engage in 
the movement demonstration. This immediate tactile feed-
back reduces indirection between the input device and ul-
timate output, improving usability [19, 30].  
We use a regular aluminum broomstick attached to the ro-
bot (Figure 1, Figure 3, Figure 9) via a two-axis swivel, 
allowing the stick to be freely moved (but not twisted) 
without moving the ro-
bot. A user can turn the 
robot by tilting the 
broomstick left or right, 
or twisting it, during 
movement. The robot’s 
wheel motors have been 
disconnected (gears 
removed) to reduce fric-
tion and force required 
to push the robot. The 
result is a natural and familiar mechanism allowing the user 
to demonstrate interactive locomotion style to the robot.
During the demonstration phase, one person walks natural-
ly in the space (for the robot to react to) while the user ma-
neuvers the broomstick interface to demonstrate a follow-
ing movement style to the robot (Figure 1, left side). When 
demonstration is finished, a completely autonomous (non-
broomsticked) robot enters the space and follows the per-
son using the movement style that was demonstrated 
(Figure 1, right side). Communication with both the 
broomsticked and non-broomsticked robots is handled via 
Bluetooth, and both robots’ and person’s locations are
tracked using Vicon camera motion-tracking (Figure 4). IR-
reflective markers were affixed to the robots and person’s 
shoes, with the person’s location approximated as the mid-
point between shoes. Note that the user manipulating the 
broomsticked robot is not being tracked directly, but rather 
their demonstrated movement style is tracked continuously 
through the broomsticked robot. 

ALGORITHM
We adapted and extended an existing animation-only algo-
rithm called Puppet Master for demonstrating stylistic mo-

Figure 3. Broomstick mounting.

Figure 2. iRobot Roomba, with underside view: two-wheel base and
coaster highlighted. 



tion to animated 
characters [38].
Puppet Master is an 
SBD platform for 
creating paired, 
style-oriented be-
haviors; instead of 
being used for ro-
bots, however, the 
original Puppet 
Master targets un-
constrained ani-
mated characters.  
Puppet Master is 
based on the notion 
of stylistic and 
interactive locomo-
tion paths: the way 
the character moves to interact with a counterpart character
[38]. As explained above for robotic SBD, Puppet Master 
has both demonstration and generation modes. After 
demonstration the real-time relationships between two an-
imated characters are examined via their relative positions, 
orientations and velocities, all over an interaction history. 
For generation Puppet Master then uses a pattern patching 
approach for real-time output of the autonomous animated 
interactive character to employ the reactive style as demon-
strated [38]. 
Puppet Master is a pattern matching algorithm that runs at 
relatively high speed (40hz [38]) to achieve interactivity, 
and uses heavy smoothing and frequency-analysis filtering 
to maintain coherent results. First, for demonstration, users 
provide an example of one animated character interacting 
with another using the locomotion path only, e.g., one 
character stalking another; this was previously accom-
plished using a digital tabletop system with tangible pucks 
for simultaneous character manipulation [38]. Then, during 
generation, Puppet Master searches the training set for lo-
comotion paths similar to the real-time state, to inform on-
going character movements. Thus, the animated character
output is a patch-work of training data pieces (Figure 5). 
Training-data is searched every time step to incorporate 
ongoing real-time user input, and uses a window of data 
(1s) compared against a window moving over the training 

data set: this history is important to maintain higher-level 
movement coherency, e.g., one entity circling the other.
Here we explain the comparison metric. First, locomotion 
paths are distilled into defining scalar features: velocity, 
turning amount (left or right), relative look direction (one 
looking at the other), and relative position (e.g., behind and 
to the left of the other). These features form a vector at 
each time point that can be compared. The best-match 
training data is selected by minimizing the Euclidean dis-
tance between the real-time window of data and the moving 
window over the training data.
The best-match training cannot be copied verbatim to char-
acter output as the features generally conflict, e.g., the re-
quired movements to match target velocity (from the best 
match) may contradict the relative position. Puppet Master 
attempts to compromise by balancing the demands from the 
various features.
A problem with the Puppet Master algorithm is movement 
jitter, where the character will appear to vibrate rapidly in a 
way not consistent with the training data. This happens 
when the best-match source training data changes rapidly 
between conflicting source locations, when their match 
scores are similar; thus, rather than using coherent patches 
from the training data, in these instances only very small 
slices are used: this phenomenon is denoted in Figure 5.
Puppet Master’s solution was to a) heavily smooth the ro-
bot motions to filter the jitter and b) use frequency analysis 
to re-introduce the appropriate training movement detail 
that was lost in the filtering. This provided an improvement 
but the results were still not satisfactory to users [38]. 
The summary provided here was for the purpose of ex-
plaining the background to the Puppet Master platform; 
important details were omitted for brevity and we recom-
mend those wishing to implement this work to refer to the 
original Puppet Master papers.

Adaption to Robots
When we applied the animation-only Puppet Master algo-
rithm to robots we quickly found that it was not successful 
in generating reasonable stylistic robotic motion due to the 
hard movement and speed constraints posed by real robots.
The animation Puppet Master freely modified the output 
movement (i.e., smoothed and exaggerated or tweaked) 
where necessary to best match the desired overall result; for 
example, an animated character could easily be moved a 
little sideways or turned while moving toward an appropri-
ate relative location or orientation. Robots, however, work 
on irregular surfaces and must adhere to real constraints 
such as movement speed or physical design. Robots cannot 
be moved as freely as the animated characters, and we 
found that in our case the robot could not move as required 
to match the Puppet Master algorithm output; problems 
include the robot’s acceleration and deceleration delays, 
and in our case the platform’s inability to move sideways. 
Thus, the result of our initial algorithm adaption was that 
the robot lost both the movement detail (or texture) and the 

Figure 4. The interaction space, track-
ing cameras highlighted.

Figure 5. Real time entity is a set of patches from the best-match
training data (illustration only). All dimensions of training and
output for both the leader (human, in our work) and the reactor
(robot) characters are summarized into a single curve for clarity.
The red “x”s denote discrete auxiliary action events.



relative-to-human position prescribed by the Puppet Master
algorithm. Overall, the resulting reactive movement style 
was unconvincing and our attempts to reduce the algorithm 
from the animation’s 40 Hz [38] to 20 Hz to better reflect 
the robot limitations had no observable improvement.
Our solution was to thoroughly revise the adopted Puppet 
Master algorithm. We applied rudimentary frequency anal-
ysis grounded in the robot’s movement capabilities, balanc-
ing overall robot-human localization (low-frequency) and 
movement texture (high-frequency component). We used a
kinematic model of the iRobot Create – describing the ro-
bot’s movement capabilities and constraints (Figure 6) – to 
produce both the high and low frequency components in 
terms of robot commands: the results are movements guar-
anteed to be reproducible by our robot. We used this model 
(Figure 6) by solving for robotic movement commands 
(velocity and turning radius) given a target x, y, and 
(difference in look direction) using simple trigonometry: = +  , = where r is turning radius and vt is 
distance or velocity multiplied by time.
First, we use the kinematic model to solve for the robot 
command that will move it to a given Puppet Master target 
state (Figure 7a,b). This is the low-frequency component of 
the desired movement as it changes relatively slowly over 
time, which places the robot in the desired area and orienta-
tion. However, as the robot cannot instantly keep up with 
the moving target over time, the texture (or details) of the 
desired movement are lost. Second, we find how the robot 
can reproduce the exact desired path (Figure 7c), by solving 
for the delta movement (change in direction, and location) 

rather than the target location. This maintains the high-
frequency component, but drift in the robot’s imperfect 
movements means that the robot soon loses its relative lo-
calization: the low frequency component.
Finally, we combine the above two components by using a 
weighted average of the two resulting robot commands, the 
velocity and turning radius Figure 7d. Focusing on the 
high-frequency component results in better texture reten-
tion but more location drift, and a focus on the low-
frequency component has the opposite effect. We use a 
70/30 high/low-frequency balance, selected through exper-
imentation. The intuition is that existing high-frequency 
robot movements which tend to move away from the target 
location are slightly modified by the algorithm to correct 
their direction, while movements that are already directed
toward the overall target are generally unchanged. Figure 8
details the overall process. During demonstration, input is 
fed directly into the Puppet Master base algorithm. For 
generation, the Puppet Master output is filtered through the 
kinematic model as a form of frequency analysis, and both 
outputs are weighted to produce the final robot command.
We believe that our solution is a unique method for filter-
ing a desired movement against robot capabilities while 
focusing on the balance of texture and locomotion, and can 
be used for the general problem of applying unconstrained 
animation behaviors to the rigid constraints of real robots. 
We further propose that our algorithm could be applied to 
different robot morphologies simply by using the proper 
kinematic model. This is not necessarily for locomotion 
paths only, but for any movement path, e.g., an arm path or 
head movement path. If a robot system is given an unpre-
dictable movement path without look-ahead capabilities, it 
can apply our method to adopt the path while focusing on 
maintaining style if it has a kinematic model which enables 
it to: a) calculate the closest possible fit to reproducing that 
path (via a kinematic model) and b) calculate the shortest-
path route to a far absolute target. These can be combined 
as explained above for real-time dynamic robot motion. 
Thus, we believe that our system can be extended and used 
to demonstrate movement style to robots that are more 
complex, with more degrees-of-freedom than the platform 
currently used. 

Integrating Stylized Auxiliary Actions
In addition to the above algorithm enabling the demonstra-
tion of stylized movement to robots, we explored whether 

Figure 6. The Roomba movement capabilities, showing the rela-
tionship between its control scheme of setting velocity (distance /
time) and turning radius and the resulting x and y.
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the algorithm can be extended 
beyond movement, to support 
stylizing any discrete robot ac-
tions. Our presented extension
allows the user to teach the robot 
the appropriate times during in-
teraction in which it should make 
happy or unhappy sounds in rela-
tion to the overall behavior style.
To support the teaching of auxil-
iary actions by the user, we aug-
mented the broomstick with two 
buttons (Figure 9) so that the per-
son can trigger the robot sounds 
(happy or sad) during demonstra-
tion. The buttons are wired into a 
modified Phidget Remote wireless 
FOB clicker and standard Phidget 
interface kit. 
The main purpose of this extension goes beyond sound, but 
rather aims at exploring the scalability of the SBD algo-
rithm and interface to any robotic actions which are not 
necessarily derivative of locomotion paths. Algorithmically 
and interaction-wise, the current robot sounds can be re-
placed by any discrete pre-programmed robotic action such 
as taking a photo, facial expressions, discrete gestures, or 
speech. Following, our SBD approach could be used to 
teach a robot the difficult-to-define problem of when to 
perform such discrete actions. 
Algorithmically, we accomplished auxiliary actions by as-
sociating the demonstrated actions with the existing train-
ing data on the time axis, such that the data is marked with 
the action at the appropriate time: a visualization of how
the timings are superimposed on the training data is given 
in Figure 5. Then, as particular training data is used to con-
struct output during generation, the associated actions are 
included in the robot output.

EXPERIENCED-PROGRAMMERS DESIGN CRITIQUE
While the fundamental premise of our work is that SBD 
provides a new interaction mechanism that allows un-

trained users to easily design stylized robotic movement, 
we focus this design critique on a more preliminary ques-
tion: how does SBD differ from more-traditional program-
ming methods? We recruited experienced programmers and 
asked them to create interactive robot behaviors both pro-
grammatically and using our SBD broomstick interface.
These participants were qualified enough to create interac-
tive behaviors using programming, and can engage the 
SBD interface the same as any other person, giving them a 
unique comparison vantage point and providing us with an 
analysis of the trade-offs and benefits of each. This further 
enables us to reflect on a more acute question: if an expert 
were to design a robotic interactive style, will they still find 
advantages in SBD compared to the more structured pro-
gramming methodologies? 
We expect that these demanding and insightful technical 
users would inform us on a group of users that can be
viewed as a worse-case subset: those with high and critical
expectations of what the robot should do. Arguably, if ex-
perienced programmers who can design robotic behaviors
via programming find our SBD approach advantageous, 
regular users lacking such expertise and training will also 
be able to benefit from the SBD method. 
For our design critique we recruited four experienced pro-
grammers from our graduate-student lab. Our participants 
were three male / one female and did not have prior expo-
sure to our work. The programmers were asked to create 
stylized robot movement behaviors via two conditions: 1. 
programming using Java code, and 2. creating the same 
stylized movement behaviors using our broomstick SBD 
tangible interface, and to reflect on their experiences with 
both. This design critique was primarily exploratory, and 
thus our main analysis method was to provide initial quali-
tative detailed descriptions of the reflections as themes to 
portray the experiences and opinions of the participants 
(following an evaluation method described in [31]): we see 
this as a precursor to direct more formal experiments.

Study Design and Procedure
We selected four stylized robot movement behaviors, a 
polite follow (polite), a robot stalking a person (stalker), a 

Figure 8. The algorithm data-flow and processing, and how Puppet Master connects to the real-time robot data.
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robot that is happy to see the person (happy), and a robot 
that is attacking a burglar (burglar).  
For the programming condition we provided a robot-
simulation prototyping test-bench and an API for reading 
the robot and person’s locations and providing real-time 
commands; Figure 10a shows the output screen with robot, 
person (happy face), and an arrow handle for manual con-
trol. After initial explanation, programmers were given two 
hours to create the four behaviors.
Following the programming condition, participants created 
the same stylized movement behaviors using the broom-
stick SBD interface, where they were allowed to demon-
strate stylized movement behavior, and observe it repeated-
ly for as long as they wished before moving on to the next, 
and could re-train a behavior if they were not satisfied with 
the result (Figure 10b). This phase was video-taped.  
Post-study we interviewed (unstructured) the participants 
regarding their overall experience. 

Results
All participants took the full two hours to program their 
stylized movement behaviors, and all were able to create 
their behaviors in the time given, although one programmer 
stated that they would require a great deal more time to 
implement proper “nuanced behaviors.” For SBD, all pro-
grammers were observed to “act the characters,” making 
faces, laughing, etc. Table 1 shows SBD demonstration 
attempts and length (seconds). The “total time” listed is the 
duration of creating all behaviors using SBD, from start to 
finish, including observation, thinking, brief discussion, 
and retraining time. 
When asked which they preferred, direct programming or 
programming by demonstration, all programmers articulat-
ed a set of trade-offs rather than preference, for example, 
“the programming spoke to the scientist in me, and the oth-
er, the broomstick demonstration, spoke to the non-
scientific part of me.” 
The programming approach was touted as being more accu-

rate and kept the programmer “in control” in comparison 
with the demonstration. Because of this, one person stated 
that they felt like they had “a lot more power to do some-
thing creative.” However, control is not easy or complete; 
one programmer noted “when you're programming some-
thing you have to anticipate ... what kind of situations can 
come up and how [the robot] should react ... that’s not a 
natural way of doing things.” The programmers made 
statements highlighting the difficulty of the direct pro-
gramming condition. For example, general programming
difficulties still exist: it’s “hard to debug the program even 
though I have the simulated environment,” “even when I 
program I don't know exactly what is going to happen,” and 
“when I see problems, I still don't know why it happens.” 
Programmers mentioned that by focusing on style during 
programming the “types of things [they were] trying to 
express were more nuanced, more complicated behaviors” 
than the “easily expressed things like sine waves” that they 
are used to creating in interactive characters (referring to 
the approach to smooth animation). One programmer noted 
that doing the programming before demonstration helped to 
highlight the sheer difficulty of the real-time problem, and 
helped them to appreciate the demonstration system.

Table 1. Demonstration times in the SBD condition; only three 
are shown (of four) as one participant requested not to be video-
taped, and we did not record the data directly

Behavior programmer
1 2 3

Polite follow – tries 2 1 1
time 44 s 31 s 24 s

Stalker – tries 1 1 1
time 65 s 46 s 31 s

Attacking burglar – tries 1 1 1
time 51 s 44 s 25 s

Happy to see you – tries 2 1 1
time 40 s 37 s 24 s

total time 14 m 49 s 8 m 52 s 7 m 40 s

demonstrate observe and evaluate

actor

participant
participant
off to side

actor
robot

a) Programming test-bench. b) Demonstrate and observe cycle for broomstick SBD.
re-try, or proceed to next behavior

programming condition style-by-demonstration condition

Figure 10. Participants were given two hours with the test bench to program the polite, stalker, happy, and burglar behaviors. Following,
participants used the broomstick SBD interface to create the same behaviors, one at a time.



Programmers noted that the SBD broomstick interaction is 
much faster and easier than direct coding. By using the 
demonstration system they “did not have to think technical-
ly or analytically,” and could more-easily program move-
ment styles. As such “there is a huge time-saving potential 
here.” One reason cited for the broomstick's success is that 
people are very skilled at “understanding changing situa-
tions on an instant-to-instant basis and [can] essentially 
make up [their] own behaviors on the fly.” However, sev-
eral programmers pointed out that SBD cannot be perfect 
as they are “at the mercy of the system” and their “demon-
stration is just a small part of the bigger thing.” They are 
“relying on its interpretations of [their] intentions, rather 
than on [their] actual intentions. There is no way to directly 
convey intentions,” for example, they could not specify 
hard constraints such as “stay away from the corner.” 
We asked the programmers to provide an informal design 
critique of our broomstick interface. One programmer men-
tioned that the robot can be difficult to turn quickly; how-
ever, this programmer tried to train the robot to turn much-
more quickly than the real robot could perform. That is, 
although the interface is limiting, its restrictions are in ac-
cordance with the movement capabilities of the real robot. 
Another, who has professional game development experi-
ence, said that he thinks of the robots as non-player-
characters in a game where he would not consider using 
SBD as-is for entities at the forefront of the. However he 
felt that there is real potential for SBD for side-line entities.
Another participant pointed out that the inherent inaccuracy 
of the demonstration system is not necessarily a problem, 
as perhaps the broomstick can be used to capture a rough 
behavior and serve as a medium fidelity prototyping meth-
od for behaviors that can be later programmed more thor-
oughly. Programmers also provided suggestions on how to 
mix the pure demonstration approach with more logical 
components, for example, to enable demonstrators to ex-
plicitly specify which components are important, or give 
them easy-to-understand variables to tweak when observing 
the result (e.g., as tangible knobs or a hand-held interface).
Two programmers noted that the physical energy required 
to demonstrate stylized movement using the SBD broom-
stick (in the large space) was more exhausting than the act 
of programming. They mused about the use of a remote 
controller to reduce the fatigue problem, although they both 
admitted that a remote controller would result in an interac-
tion that would likely be less immersive and affording less 
expressiveness in comparison to the TUI broomstick. One 
participant suggested a tabletop TUI system as way to keep 
direct movement while lowering the effort required. 

Discussion
The primary purpose of our design critique was to leverage 
the expertise of programmers and their unique perspective 
to analyze our SBD approach, particular interface and im-
plementation. We believe that the detailed feedback from 
the programmers provides unique insight that will be valu-

able for the continued development and evaluation of SBD 
robotic interfaces.
Our design critique supports the general SBD idea and ap-
proach, suggesting that it is applicable and valid even for 
experienced programmers. As shown in Table 1, all partic-
ipants managed to complete the creation and evaluation 
process in less than 15 minutes, substantially less than the 2 
hours taken for programming. Obviously, we expect the 
SBD benefits to be dramatically stronger for users without 
extensive programming experience or abilities, where the 
SBD approach may be the only method that would enable 
them to design stylized robot movement behaviors
Beyond the time-efficiency results, we highlight the level 
of emotional engagement which emerged: the programmers 
using SBD readily acted and got into the characters, using 
their entire body to express movements, for example, 
laughing and making facial expressions to match what they 
were demonstrating. Thus, even for technical users who 
have an understanding of the nature of the robot, our results 
help support the idea that programming style to robots via 
demonstration leverages their innate social understanding 
and skills, and they employ emotional interaction similarly 
to how they would with a person.
One of the benefits of our evaluation study was that the 
participants, like any other person, benefited from the so-
cial stock of knowledge [2] that makes the SBD demonstra-
tion familiar and comfortable, and further had the benefit of 
technical understanding of the problem and the required 
expertise to solve it using programming. Their feedback 
improved our understanding of the accuracy / control ver-
sus time / ease trade-off. We observe that programming 
may enable people to be creative in ways that demonstrat-
ing does not, and that the complexity of the programming 
approach means that it still leaves a layer of uncertainty and 
mystery for experienced programmers, despite the extra 
control, which the SBD approach may help alleviate.  
Further, our participants proposed to combine the pro-
gramming (more control) and demonstration (easier to do) 
approaches, for example, by using the demonstration as a 
prototyping tool, or by including easy-to-understand pa-
rameters or conditions modifiable by the demonstrator.
Many of the participants' observations help us to better-
understand the limitations of demonstration, for example, 
that there is potentially no optimal solution as machines 
cannot understand a person's intentions, only their actions, 
and this interpretation is subjective to the demonstration-
learning interface and algorithm. We point out, however, 
that people suffer from the same problem as these robots: 
people cannot know others' intentions, only what can be 
deduced from interaction. Regardless, this suggests that we 
should aim to better understand the particular biases intro-
duced by any given algorithm, and how this relates to target 
applications and usage scenarios.
Overall, this critique helped to verify the applicability of 
SBD for interactive robot behaviors and our particular in-



terfaces, and provided insight into the trade-offs between 
SBD and traditional programming. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented the idea of teaching robots inter-
active, stylistic locomotion by demonstration. We detailed 
our technical solution, introduced a novel robot-broomstick 
interface, and detailed our robotic evolution of an anima-
tion-based algorithm. Finally, we presented a design cri-
tique that helped us gain insight into the benefits and limi-
tations of SBD in relation to traditional programming.
One deficiency of this research to date is the lack of a for-
mal extensive study on the use of SBD for robots, the effi-
ciency of the broomstick TUI, as well as the quality of the 
underlying robot SBD algorithm. The design critique pre-
sented in this paper serves as an important, but still prelim-
inary step toward such a thorough evaluation.
Another issue for consideration is the concern that perhaps 
people may not be skilled at acting out how they want the 
robot to behave. That is, while people know what they like 
or what they want, they may not be able to demonstrate it 
in a manner which portrays their intent. Puppeteers and 
actors take years of training to develop these abilities.
In the longer term we are planning to explore the scalability 
of both our SBD approach and our current algorithm to 
more elaborate robotic expressions. For example, can we 
use a similar algorithm to simply demonstrate to a robotic 
teacher surrogate how to move its arms sternly, or enthusi-
astically? Can it be used to demonstrate to robotic service 
provider, say a waiter, how to collect dishes apologetically?
We expect that designing style by demonstration can be 
mapped to other, more complex applications, and integrat-
ed closely with other robot programming approaches.
SBD provides a new language, a new vocabulary, which 
people can use to communicate and program robots: with 
existing methods, users who cannot program will be igno-
rant of how to teach their robot the desired style.
With the continued advance of technology robots are ex-
pected to share more and more of our physical and social 
spaces. Robot acceptance will be based as much on a ro-
bot’s style of interaction as on their goal oriented task per-
formance. Providing simple, well situated tools that will 
enable non-technical people to show their robots in what 
style to act can become an important layer of future efforts 
of integrating robotic interfaces in our everyday environ-
ments. We believe our style-by-demonstration approach 
presented here is an important early step in this direction.
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